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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a finite Galois extension of Q with group G = Gal(K/Q). Let V 
be an irreducible complex linear representation of G, and let L(s, V) be the 
Artin L-function of V. Let r(V) be the order of vanishing of L(s, v> at s = 0. 
This paper concerns a variant of a conjecture of H. Stark ([ 17-201) on 
L’(0, V) when r(V) = 1 and V has dimension 1 or 2. 
Let E, be the group of units of K. Define Y, to be the free abelian group 
with basis the set S, of infinite places of K. Define X, to be the kernel of 
the homomorphism 4: Y, + Z for which 4(v) = 1 if u E S,. Let ]] I],. be the 
normalized absolute value of K at the place G’. Let G act on S,X by defining 
11 d /Igt, = 11 all,, for a E K and v E S,. The Dirichlet unit theorem shows that 
the homomorphism il: C @ E, + Cc OX, induced by n(e) = C,,ESo log ]]e]ll, v 
for e E E, is a G-isomorphism. The first-order zero case of Stark’s 
conjecture is of particular interest because one may conjecturally (and 
sometimes demonstrably) express I(e) for particular units e E E, in terms of 
derivatives L’(0, V) of L(s, V) at s = 0. We now develop a notation to state 
a conjecture of this kind. 
Let S be finite set of places of Q containing the infinite place. Let V 
denote the pair (V, S). Two pairs V = (V, 5’) and V’ = (V’, S’) will be iden- 
tified if S = S’ and Y and Y’ are isomorphic. Define L(s, V) = npes L,(s) 
where LJs) = det( 1 - Frob(p) p-’ I V’p) -I is the Euler factor at p of 
L(s, P’). The character of V will be denoted xv. Define prv= J&:ci~,-(g)g 
and L,(s) = L(s, V) prv. Let L’(s, V) be the derivative of L(s, V), and let 
L;(s) = L’(s, V) prv. 
For n = 1 or 2, let R(n) be the complex vector space with basis the set of 
V = (V, 5’) for which Y( v> = 1 and dim V= n. Let Rc(n) be the subspace of 
d = C d,V E R(n) such that d,, = d$ if V= (V, S) and V’ = (V”, S) for 
some a E Aut(C/Q). For d = C d,V E R(n), we define L(s, d) = 
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C dvL(s, V), L’(s, d) = C dvL’(s, V), Ld(s) = C dvLv(s) and L;(s) = 
C d,&(s). Then if d E R,(n), we have L(s, d) E D, and Ld(s) E DU[ G], 
where D, is the ring of Dirichlet series with rational coefficients. 
From now on let us suppose that K is embedded as a subfied of C. Let ~1,~ 
be the infinite place of K induced by this embedding. Let DI be the ring of 
Dirichlet series with integal coefficients. 
Conjecture 1. Suppose H = 1 or 2, d E R,Jn) and L(s, d) E D,. Then 
exp(L’(0, d)) = e(d) is a real unit in K, and L;(O) u,, = A(e(d)). If 12 = 2, the 
real conjugates of e(d) are positive. 
For d E R,(n), we will say that the unit e(d) exists if exp(L’(0, d)) = e(d) 
is a real unit in K such that L:(O) u0 = A(e(d)). If D is an additive subgroup 
of Rc(n), and e(d) exists for d E D, we say that e(D) exists and is the group 
of these e(d). 
In Section II we prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Conjecture 1 is true when n = 1. 
Our main interest will be the case n = 2. 
Suppose that K is the fixed field of an irreducible representation p: 
Gal(Q/Q) + GL,(C ). Let p’: Gal(Q/Q) + PGL>(C) be the projective represen- 
tation associated to p. Then the image of p’ is dihedral or isomorphic to one 
of the groups A,, S, or A,. Conjectures related to conjecture 1 have been 
studied in [ 17-20 ] when im p’ is dihedral. In this paper we will consider the 
case in which im i is isomorphic to A,; such p are called tetrahedral. Five 
examples suggest the following slight strengthening of conjecture 1. 
Conjecture 1’. Suppose K is the fixed field of a tetrahedral represen 
tation p of conductor 4p or pq, where p and q are distinct odd primes, and 
where r(p) = 1. Let u = (det p)- * p and let 5 be the dual representation to o. 
Let d’ be the element (u, { co))/4 + (8, (co})/4 of R,(2), where co is the 
infinite place of Q. Then the units e(D(2)) generated by e(d’) and the units 
of conjecture 1 exist and have positive real conjugates. 
We may now state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. Let K and p be as in conjecture 1’. If cond@) = 19 . I, 
31 . 4, I . 43 or I . 83 and conjecture 1’ is true for K, then the roots of the 
polvnomials defined in Table XI of Section III are multiplicatitle generators 
of e(D(2)). rJ* cond@) = 13 9 103 and conjecture 1’ is true for K. then the 
roots of the polynomials of Table XI generate a subgroup of rank two in 
e(W)). 
The coefficients of the polynomials of Theorem 2 are close as real 
numbers to the values predicted by conjecture 1. (See Table XII of 
Section III.) Without assuming that e(D(2)) exists, one could verify that the 
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roots of these polynomials are in fact totally positive real units in K whose 
absolute values are close to the values predicted by conjecture 1’. We do this 
for one polynomial at the end of Section III. There does not, however, seem 
to be any way at present to show that the roots of these polynomials 
generate e(D(2)) without assuming that conjecture 1’ is true. 
The theory and details of the tetrahedral cases studied appear in 
Section III. In an appendix we describe the algorithm for linding an equation 
for e(d) if e(d) exists which led to the equations of Theorem 2. This 
algorithm is the one given by Stark in [ 17, III-IV]. except that the search 
used there has been avoided. The resulting algorithm would be of use in 
studying other first-order-zero cases of Stark’s conjecture. In a later paper we 
will consider its application to computing the class numbers of tetrahedral K, 
as well as certain group theoretic evidence for conjecture 1. 
One further consequence of conjectures 1 and 1’ is considered in this 
paper. 
It is suggestive to view the units of conjecture 1 as analogs of cyclotomic 
and elliptic units. Accordingly, we study in Section IV how they lie in the 
tower of fields formed by adjoining to K the I”th roots of unity for all II, 
where 1 is an odd prime. Conjecture 1 makes certain strong predictions about 
the norms of units in such towers; we prove one such prediction by class 
field theory. An Iwasawa theory of the units of conjecture 1 may, it is hoped, 
the developed if the conjecture is ever proved. 
II. PROOF OF CONJECTURE 1 IN DIMENSION 1 
In this section we will prove Theorem 1. The following notation will be 
used. Suppose x = 01, S) for some one-dimensional character x of 
G = Gal(K/Q) an d some finite set of places S of Q containing the infinite 
place. Let cond(x) be the least common multiple of the conductor condk) of 
x and the primes in S. If g E G, define x(g) = x(g). If n E L, let x(n) be the 
value at n of the Dirichlet character of conductor cond(X) whose associated 
primitive character is identified with x. 
Suppose now that d = C, d,X E R,(l) and that L(s, d) is a Dirichlet series 
with integral coefficients. Let tiO be the infinite place of K induced by a fixed 
embedding of K into CC. We are to show that exp(L’(0, d)) = e(d) is a real 
unit in K such that L:(O) u0 = A(e(d)). 
Let f be the least common multiple of the cond(X) of x appearing in d = 
C.d,x. Let Q(u,>’ be the real subfield of the field Q(u,) obtained by 
adJoming to Q theJth roots of unity. Define K, = K f-’ Q(u,)‘. Let C, be the 
subgroup of (Z/f)* whose image under the Artin isomorphism #: (Z/f)* * 
Gal(Q(u,)/Q) fixes K,. For g E G let t(g) E (Z/f)* be a residue class such 
that #(t(g)) restricted to K, equals g restricted to K,. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For d E C, d,X as above, n E Z and g E G define l,(n) = 
C, d,X(n) x(g). Then LJs) = CREG LK(s) g where LR(s) = Czl I l,(n) n ~~‘. 
For g E G, the function 1, : Z + C is periodic modulo f and assumes integral 
values. Consider 1, as a function on P/f, and let I= li when j is the identitll 
element of G. Then l,(m) = l(t( g) mc) for g E G, m E Z/f and c E C, . If h is 
a divisor of f, then CmEl,.f.(m,f,=h l(m) = 0. Final&, L”(O) = 
(-l/2) Cg=‘, l,(m) log / 1 - eznim!r/. 
Proof: By definition, LJs) = C, d,L(s, x) prX = C, Cz-, CXE(; d,X(n) 
n-“X(g) g = C,,(; LR(s)g. Suppose now that x = k, S) appears in d = 
C, dxx for some x and S. Since we have assumed d E R,(l). L(s, x) vanishes 
to first order at s = 0, so x must be a non-trivial even character of G. 
Therefore x fixes Gal(K/K,) and condh) > 1. Hence cond(X) > 1, and by the 
definition of J cond(X) /J Therefore the Dirichlet character x: Z + Q is 
periodic mod J Consider x as a function on Z/J Then x(g) = x(t(g)) for 
g E G. Since x fixes K,, we have x(m) x(g) = x(O) ml = x@(g) mc) if 
mEZ/f, gEG and cEC,. Since x is non-trivial, we have 
CmEY,J,(,,fiZh x(m) = 0 if h is a divisor of J These facts and l,(n) = 
C, d,x(n)x(g) imply that 1, is periodic modf, l,(m) = l(t(g) mc) and 
c mEl,f,(m,f,=,, l(m) = 0. By assumption, L(s, d) = &d,L(s, x) = L’(s) = 
JJ,“=- i l(n) neS is a Dirichlet series with integral coefficients, so 1 assumes 
integral values. Therefore l,(n) = l(t(g) ) n is integral for all g E G and n E Z. 
We have 1,(O) = 0 since x(O) = 0 for all x. Since K, is real, 
-1 E c,. Therefore Lg(s) = Cfmd, l,(m) z(m, s)/2, where z(m, s) = 
C” ’ or m f 0 mod $ Stark shows in [ 17, IV, pp. 11-12 1 
tha”; -;;;nbm;d,‘~T,$‘, 1 _ e 
log 1 1 - e2:imif,. 
2rim’f/. Hence L;(O) = (-l/2) C’,i, l,(m) 
We now prove Theorem 1. 
For every non-zero residue class m modf, let m be a fixed residue class 
mod 2f such that m=m mod f and (m, 2f) = (m, f). Define 
a, = enimlf _ e-nim/f = -exim’f ( 1 - e21ri”“f). Then log 1 a, / = log 1 1 - e2aimjfl, 
Let h = (m, f) and b = f/h. Then b > 1 and a, E Q(u2,,). By considering the 
action of Gal(Q(u,,)/Q(u,)‘) on u,,,, one finds that a:,, and u,/u,, are in 
Q(u~)‘. Furthermore, (~,,,/a~ is a unit. 
Fix gE G and t = t(g) E (Z/f)*. By Lemma 2.1. we have -4L1;(0) = 
C,,(; -4LK’(0) g and 
-4LRm’(0) = 2 \‘ l(mt(g)-‘) log 11 - e’“‘m’Jj 
m  mod/ 
= \‘ l(m) log / 1 - e2”‘m”‘l’ 
m 
= \’ l(m) log 1 a:, /. 
tn 
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Recall that C, E (Z/f)* corresponds to Gal(Q(uf)/K,) under the Artin 
isomorphism. Let h be a divisor off, and let b = f/h. Let C, be the image of 
C, under the natural surjection (Z/f)* + (L/b)*. Let M, be a set of residue 
classes mod f so that the set of classes m mod f such that (m,f) = h is 
U nEMh nC,, where nC, n n’C, is empty if n # n’ and n, n’ E M,. 
If n E M,, the function 1 is constant on nC, = nC, by Lemma 2.1. The 
number of elements of nC, is the cardinality #C, of C,. Hence Lemma 2.1 
shows C, l ,uh @ I= (C ,m.r,-h I(m))/#C, = 0. Therefore for g E G we have 
-4LK-“(O) = \‘ y l(n) x log / aic,l 
hlf n~lf,, CECh 
=y \‘ I(n)loglN,u;,l 
hlf Nell" 
= \’ \‘ l(n) log 1 Nh(anl/Clh,)* 1. -- 
hlf n~.ll/, 
(2.1) 
where N, is the norm from Q(urlh) to K, f7 Q(uf,h). 
The element g of G acting on K, = K n Q(u,)’ is the restriction of the 
automorphism of Q(u,,) over Q which sends erriN to e”“lf, where t = f(g). 
Therefore Nh(ant/aht)2 = (Nh(an/ah)2)"' Letting Y  = l&l. ~,EM, 
Nh((an/ah)2>p Icn), Eq. (2.1) becomes 4LR~“(0) = log 1 y’/. Hence 
4LA(O) v, = x 4LK l’(O)g-‘c, 
8 E G 
= 1 log lY”I,., g-‘&l 
,?EG 
= \‘ log lYln-k, g-‘4 
KEG 
= y 1% II AI, 0 
= 4Y). 
We have shown that for (n, f) = h, an/ah is a unit in Q(ufIh)‘. Therefore 
Y= nhvn,,.,,,Nh((a,/ah>2)- 
I(n) is the fourth power of a unit e of K, since 
N, is the norm from Q(urlh) to Q(urlh)n K,. Therefore L:(O) v. =1(e). 
Since e is real, we may change its sign if necessary to make it positive. Then 
L;(O) v0 = n(e) implies exp(L’(0, d)) = e, so e = e(d) exists and Theorem 1 is 
proved. 
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III. CONJECTURES 1 AND 1’ FOR TETRAHEDRAL K OF CONDUCTOR 4p OR pq 
Let p and q be distinct primes, with p # 2. Let r = q if q > 2, and let r = 4 
if q = 2. Throughout this section K will be the fixed field of a tetrahedral 
representation p: Gal(@Q)-t GL,(C) of conductor pr such that L(s, p) 
vanishes to first order at s = 0. The last condition holds if and only if det p is 
an odd character; p is then called odd. 
In Section 1II.A we recall some results of Tate and Buhler concerning the 
existence, uniqueness, Galois groups and L-series of such K. The predictions 
of conjectures 1 and 1’ are determined in Section 1II.B. Theorem 2 of 
Section 1 is proved in Section 1II.C. 
A. Tetrahedral Fields 
Let p’: Gal(@Q) + PGL,(C) be the projective representation associated to 
p. Let L be the fixed field of P: Then Gal(L/Q) z A,, and L contains a 
unique cyclic cubic field F,. Some odd rational prime ramifies in F,, and 
this prime must divide cond@) = pr. We will suppose that p ramifies in F,. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Tate). The Jeld L is a complex A, extension of Q with 
cyclic decomposition groups and discriminant p8rh. Given arly such field, 
there is a unique field K containing it that is the fixed field of an odd 
tetrahedral representation of conductor pr. The extension K/L is cJ>clic and 
unramified of degree four. The group G = Gal(K/Q) is isomorphic to the 
quotient SL2(Z’/3)* Z/4 of SL2(Z/3) x Z/4 b>t the subgroup of order two 
generated b}J (-I, iz), wlhere -I is the non-trivial element of the center of 
SL2(Z/3), and i’ is the element of order two in 514. 
Proof: Let 1 be a rational prime. Let D, and I, be, respectively, the 
decomposition and inertia groups in Gal@/Q) of a prime of 0 over 1. If 
cond@) =pr, p 1 D, is reducible and there is a character x, of D, such that 
p 1 I, z 1 + x,11,. Therefore p’i D, is cyclic, so L has cyclic decomposition 
groups. The conductor of x, is the power of 1 dividing pr. From plZ,z 
1 t x,11, we find that the orders of p II,, bll,, det p 1 I, and x, 1 I, are equal; let 
o, be this order. We have oI = 1. 2 or 3 for all 1 because FlZ, is a cyclic 
subgroup A,. If ljpq. then o, = 1 because x, is unramified. We have o, = 3 
because p has been assumed to be cubically ramified in F,. We must have 
that o, = 2 for some 1 because det p is an odd character by assumption and 
hence of even order. The only possibility is that o, = 2. 
Because x,1 I, and pll, have the same kernel, the above values for o, and 
the conductor of x, imply that L has discriminant p8r6. Since p is odd, L is 
complex. Conversely, suppose that L’ is a complex A, extension of Q with 
cyclic decomposition groups and discriminant p8rh. Let $: Gal(@/Q)- 
PGL,(C) be a projective representation with kernel Gal(@L’). Then there 
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exists a character xi of D, of conductor equal to the power of I dividing pr 
such that xi and p” 1 D, have the same kernel. By the theory of liftings [ 14, 
pp. 229-2301 there is a two-dimensional linear representation p’ of 
Gal(Q/Q) whose associated projective representation is p” such that p’lZ,z 
1 + xl II, for all 1. This p’ has conductor pr and is odd because L’ is 
complex. If L = L’, then p” is conjugate to Z% and p’ is isomorphic to p @x 
for some character x of Gal(Q/Q). Then for each 1 we must have that either 
XII, is trivial or xIZ,E x;’ II,. From det p II, = x,IZ, and the orders found 
above for x,lZr we find that x must then be a power of det p. Hence p’ fixes 
K. By symmetry, K must be the fixed field of p’. 
It remains to consider K/L and Gal(K/L). Since the kernels of plZ,u 
1 + x,IZ, and p’l I, are equal, K/L is unramified at all finite primes. Since L is 
complex, K/L is unramified. Because Gal(K/L) is cyclic and in the center of 
Gal(K/Q), the order of Gal(K/L) equals twice the order of det pl Gal(K/L). 
From the orders of det p II, =x,/Z, one finds that det p has order 6 and det p / 
Gal(K/L) has order two. Hence K/L is cyclic of order four. The group 
Gal(K/Q) is a central extension of Gal(K/L) = L/4 by Gal(L/Q) = A,. By 
[2, pp. 9 and 101 this extension is non-trivial. Because HZ@,. Z/4) = z/2 
(see [9, p. 6471) there is up to isomorphism precisely one such extension. 
The group SL2(Z/3) * B/4 is a non-trivial central extension of 
PSL2(2f/3) = A, by 114 because -ZE SL,(.Jf/3) is a square in SL,(H/3). 
Hence Gal(K/Q) is isomorphic to SL,(2!/3) * z/4. 
We have the following field diagram for K: 
The field F, is of degree i over Q. The cubic F, is ramified only at p. 
Therefore p E 1 mod 3, and F, is the cubic subfield of the field of pth roots of 
unity. The quadratic field F, is complex and has discriminant -r. Therefore 
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r = 4 or r = q E 3 mod 4, and F, = Q(G). The maximal abelian subfield 
ofK is p6=F3F2. 
In order that L have discriminant pXr6, the prime q must split in F,. 
Therefore q is a cube modulo p. Let Q, , Q2 and Q3 be the prime ideal factors 
of q in F,. The complex fields L with cyclic decomposition groups and 
discriminant p”r’ are in one-to-one correspondence with the complex sextic 
fields F, containing F, in which Q, splits and which have relative 
discriminant d,.,,,;? = (Qz Q3) r’q Here L is the Galois closure of F,. . 
One may determine the existence of such F, by classlield theory; they may 
be constructed by Kummer theory. In case q = 3 modulo 4 and the class 
number of F, is odd, the following is shown in [ 3. p. 201. Let ( /Qi) be the 
quadratic residue symbol of F, modulo Qi, and let c E F, generate an odd 
power of Q, . Then there exists an F, with the above properties if and only if 
(c/Q,)(c/Q,) =- 1. In this case F, is unique. There is then a unique unit 
e E F, modulo squares in F, such that Fj(&$) is unramified above 2, and 
this field is F,. 
We give now the conjugacy classes and representations of the group G = 
SL,(Z/3) * Z/4. If g x h E SL,(L/3) x Z/4. let g x h be the image of g X h 
in G. Let I, (resp. 1) denote the identity element of G (resp. Z/4). Define ;I, 
yEGbyA=(:, :)*I and;j=(: .-A ) * 1. Let i be a generator of the center 
Z(G) u Z/4 of G, and let r = $. For g E G, let -g = i2g. 
Let A,, AZ, A,, A,, A,, A, and A, be the conjugacy classes in G 
containing the elements 1,. -I,, y. 1, A’, -1 and -A’, respectively. The 
orders of these conjugacy classes are 1, 1, 6, 4. 4, 4 and 4. respectively. Let 
A, by the conjugacy class {i) in G. Then G has 14 conjugacy classes, 
consisting of the Aj and A,A, = {ia; a E Aj) for j = l,..., 7. 
Let I+Y~ be the unique quadratic character of G; v’z has kernel SL2(Z/3). 
Let v/3 be the cubic character of G for which yz(A’) = w = ezTi’j. We will 
use p to denote the unique two-dimensional irreducible representation of G 
with determinant wz I,v~. 
G has 
(i) six one-dimensional characters )j. where j = O,..., 5. 
ii 
0 2’) 
six two-dimensional irreducible representations p @ 7’. where j = 
. . . . . 9
(iii) two three-dimensional irreducible representations U and Cl’ = 
U@ li/23 where U is the three-dimensional irreducible representation of 
G/Z(G) = A, inflated to G. 
The conjugates of p by the automorphisms of Q(x,) = Q(ezVi”‘) over Q 
are p, p=p@ y2v/:, p’=p@ vz, andp’=pO w:. Let a=pO We and O= 
p 0 V/~ vz be the other two-dimensional irreducible representations of G. The 
character table is shown in Table I. 
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In referring to the representations of Gal(K/Q), we will identify Gal(K/Q) 
with SL,(L/3) * Z/4 so that the characters of these representations are as in 
this table. 
It will be later necessary to compute for particular K the coefficients of 
L(s, p) and L(s, a). We now indicate how results of Buhler [2] specialize to 
the present case. 
The restriction of p to Gal(K/L) has the form x 0 x, where x is an 
unramified character of order four. Let F, be one of the quartic subfields of 
L. Then Gal(K/F,) is cyclic of order 12, and x is the restriction of an 
unramified character w of Gal(K/F,) of order four. Let N be the set of 
rational primes which have a first degree factor in F,. Because Gal(K/L) is 
in the center Gal(K/Q), x is invariant under the action of Gal(K/Q). 
Therefore for p E N, the value of v on the Frobenius of a first degree prime 
/z of F, over p does not depend on the /r chosen; let us denote this value by 
y(p). One may now compute the coefficients of L(s, p) and L(s, a) as in [ 2 ]: 
LEMMA 3.2. View det p = v/z vj and (det p)-’ = I+Y~ as Dirichlet 
characters of conductors pr and p, respectively. Then 
-WP)=~ I (1-aa,p~“+~z~3(~)~-25)-‘, 
P 
where aP =0 if p@N, and a, = w(p)(l + y:(p)) if pE N. I” L(s,p)= 
C,“=, a,n-“, then L(s, a) = C,“: , a, w,(n) n -‘. 
B. Conjectures 1 and 1’ for K 
The units e(d) of conjectures 1 and 1’ are real, positive and satisfy 
J%(O) u. = Wd)) = C log II e(d>ll,. u, where zlo is the place of K determined 
by a fixed embedding of K into 6. Hence the correspondence between e(d) 
and LA(O) is one-to-one. We now give the L;(O) of the e(d) of the con- 
jectures. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let V = (V, S) be a basis element of R(2). Let x, be 
the character of V. For u E Gal(Q&,.)/Q), let V” be a fixed complex 
representation whose character xca equals hc.)a. For 6 E Q(xr.) define 
d(V,S.6)= 1 PV” E R,(2), 
a~Gal(Q(x,.)!Q) 
where V” = (T/“, S). Let co be the infinite place of Q, and define d( V, S) = 
4 V, { 00 }, 8). If x E Q&,,>, let 
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and 
d(v, 8)’ = d( v, ( co }, w. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let D be an additive subgroup of R,(2). Define e;(O) 
to be the additive group of LA(O) = Cd,L’(O, V) pr, for d = C d,V E D. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let D(2) be the group of d E R,(2) such that L(s, d) 
is a Dirichlet series with integral coeflcients, i.e., such that d satisfies the 
hypothesis of conjecture 1. Then LA,,, (0) is the additive group generated by 
LA(O) for the following d: 
(a) d@, S) for 6 in the inverse different D&k,, of Qh,). 
(b) d@, {p, co }, cl + d(a, c) for c E Z[i1/6. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let x = Cy d,xv be a linear combination of characters of 
odd two-dimensional irreducible representations V such that d,.., = (d,.)” for 
a E Aut(C/Q). Then x is an integral valued class function on G = Gal(K/Q) 
tf and only tf it is in the additive group of functions generated by 
(4 C, ~“xpafor 6 E D& 1 
(b) C, d”xpn + Co d5xmafor 6E Z[il/ 12, 
where a runs over Gal(Q(x,)/Q) and /? runs over Gal(Q(x,)/Q). 
Proof of the Lemma. From the character table of G, one sees x has 
integral values if and only if the d, yield a linear combination of the rows of 
Table II which is a vector with integral components. 
If x = C, Pxpol as in Lemma 3.3(a), then x(g) = Tr,,,Pj!a 6x,(g) E L for 
6 E Do&. By inspection of Table II, one sees that the x as m Lemma 3.3(b) 
have integral values. To show that (a) and (b) generate all x with integral 
values, one computes the discriminant A of the lattice in Q(J,) x Q(K,) = 
TABLE II 
Some Character Values 
P 2 -W -w* 2i -iw -iw 2 
P' 2 -W -W2 -2i iw iw’ 
-, 
P 2 -w2 -w 2i -iw’ -iw 
P 2 -W2 -W -2i iw* iw 
a 2 -1 -1 2i -i 4 
ci 2 -1 -1 -2i i i 
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Q(e 
2si/12) x Q(ezi12) g  enerated by the vectors (d,.) corresponding to the x of 
Lemma 3.3(a, b). One finds A = 22”3 -6. Since the determinant of the 
matrix in Table II is 2533 = A-“‘, the Lemma is proved. 
We will now prove Proposition 3.1. 
The proof is of use in more general cases, and relies on specifying a finite 
set of places So of Q containing co, and a finite set ;L of pairs (n, j) of non- 
negative integers, with the following properties. 
First, the prime divisors of n for (n, j) E .i must be in So. Now let D(S,) 
be the group of d= C d,V E R,(2) for which each V has the form 
V = (I’, S) for some S G So. A set of primes is called dense if its Dirichlet 
density is 1. Then one must give a subgroup D(S,) of D(S,) such that the 
following hold : 
If d E @So), then L(s, d) is in the ring D, of Dirichlet 
series with integral coefJicients. (3.1) 
If d E D(S,) and 2’ is a dense set of primes, then the 
integrality of the coefficients of (n@’ in L(s, d) for 
(n, j) E .Y‘ and I E Y’ implies L(s, d)E D, and 
G(O) E G,so,(0). (3.2) 
We shall give such So, .> , d(S,) and D(S,) below in our particular case. 
We first show that this is enough tofind the f.,;(O) of d E D(2). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let So, .Y, D(S,) and @So) be as above. Then 
LLu2,P) = G,,(],(W 
ProoJ A d = C dvV E R,(2) is in D(2) if and only if L(s, d) = 
2 dvL(s, V) E D,. N ow if V = (V, S), then L(s, V) = f”(s) L(s, V’), where 
V’ = (V, S n S,) and f”(s) is the product of the inverse Euler factors of 
L(s, V) at primes I E S - So. This f”(s) = Cf,:, a,,,m-’ is a finite Dirichlet 
series, with a, m = 0 if m has a divisor in So. Therefore 
L(s, d) = f m -‘L(s, d(m)) (3.3) 
VI=1 
for some integer M, and some d(m) E D(S,), with d(m) = 0 if m has a 
divisor in So. 
Suppose L(s, d) E D,. We will show by increasing induction on m that 
L(s, d(m)) E 4 and L&,,(O) E J%,) (0) for all m. The lemma will then 
follow from L;(O) = Cz=, L&,(O) E L$,,0,(O). 
Suppose L(s, d(m)) ED, and L&,,(O) EL&,0,(O) for all m < m,; this is 
certainly true when m, = 1. Suppose (n, j) E ,40 and let e > M be a prime 
larger than any prime in So. Consider the coefficient c E Z of (monlj)-S in 
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L(s, d) in (3.3). By hypothesis, the contributions to c from mmSZ,(s, d(m)) for 
m < m, are integral. Suppose M> m > m,. If m is divisible by some prime 
in S,, then d(m) = 0 and L(s, d(m)) = 0. If no prime dividing m is in S,, 
then m does not divide m,n&j, since m, < m, and n is divisible only by 
primes in S,, and e > M is prime. This shows that the m -‘L(s, d(m)) for 
m > m, make no contribution to c. Hence c is, up to an integer, equal to the 
coefficient c’ of (m,n+” in miSL(s, d(m,)). Clearly c E L implies c’ E Z, 
and c’ is the coefficient of (nf”)” in L(s, d(m,)). 
We now let (n, j) range over 9 and let ( range over all sufficiently large 
primes. By our hypothesis on D(S,) and d(S,), the integrality of the coef- 
ficients of (nkj)-” in L(s, d(m,)) forces L(s, d(m,,)) E D, and LA,,O,(0) E 
L;?,,O,(0). This completes the induction and the proof. 
To prove Proposition 3.1, we let S,= {p, co} and .Y’= {(p”, l), (1. I), 
(1, 3)}. Let fi(S,) be the group of d generated by 
0, cl for c E D;(:p,, (3.4) 
d@, {P, 03 1, c) + 40, c) for c E Z[i]/6. (3.5) 
We proceed to show (3.1) and (3.2) for these choices; by Lemma 3.4 this 
will prove Proposition 3.1. 
Clearly L(s, d@, c)) E D, if c E D&$. Consider now d as in (3.5) above. 
We have p = u @ w: for the cubic character w: of conductor p. So 
L(s,@,(p,oo}))=C~=,b,~:(m)m-“ifL(s,o)=C~=,b,m~”. Thecoef- 
ficient of m-’ in L(s, d) is hence (cb, + cb,)(l + w,(m) + y:(m)), where 
b, E Z[i], This is integral if c E Z[i]/6. This proves (3.1) for D(S,), i.e., that 
L(s, d) E D, if d E @So). 
We now show (3.2). An element d E D(S,) has the form 
d=d@,4+d@, {P, ml,y>+d(~,C)+d(~, {P,~],v) (3.6) 
for some 6, y E Qk,,) and [, v E Qk,). The euler factor of L(s, p) at p is 
(1 -a&y, where ai = 1, and the euler factor of L(s, a) at p is trivial. 
Therefore L(s, d,) = L(s, d,) and LA,(O) =LA2(0) if d, = d(u, {p, oo}, V) and 
d, = d(u, v). If follows that to show (3.2) for d, we may suppose v = 0. Now 
let C # p, q be a prime, and let g = Frob,,c P. One finds the coefficients of 
(P~!)-~, E-$ and Pe3’ in L(s, d) to be as in Table III, where the sums are 
over a E WQOl,)/Q) and P E Gal(Qk>/Q>. 
The Cebetarev density theorem implies that g runs over all the conjugacy 
classes of G as & runs over a dense set of primes 9’. The values of x, 
generate the integers of Qk,,). Hence if the coefficient of (p4t)-’ in Table III 
is integral for C E 9, then 6 E D$!,,. Then L(s, d@, 8)) E D, and 
G,, a,(O) E %s ) (0). So to prove 
consider the casi in which 6 = v = 0. 
(3.2) for d as in (3.6), it suffices to 
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TABLE III 
Coefficients of m-’ in L(s, d) When v  = 0 
Coefficient 
2: (6 t Y)" (--2x,(g) det p(g) + x,(g)')" + 
a 
y 1%2x,(g) det u(g) tx,(g)3)" 
The coefficient of e-’ is now 2, y”x,Jg) + Co C4xDD(g). By Lemma 3.3 
we have that (y, i) is in the subgroup of Q(&) @ Q&J generated by (i) (y, 0) 
for Y E D&, and (ii) (y, y) with y E L [i]/l2. It will be enough to prove 
(3.2) in cases (i) and (ii). 
Suppose first that [= 0 and y E D,&,. Then from L(s, @, (p, co})) = 
(1 - a,~-“) L(s,p) we have L(s, d@, 1 P, ~0 I, Y)) E Dz and L;,,,,,,,,,.,,(O) = 
L’ dh7.(l--ap)Y)(0) E %so,W 
We now suppose y = [E L [i]/12. From Tables II and III, the coefficient 
of tp3S in L(s, d) is 2, ya + Co y4 E Z if g EA, and is - xa (iy)” - 
& (iy)4 E B if gEA,A,. From this and y E L [i]/12 we conclude that in 
fact y E Z[i]/6. Then d = d@, (p, co}, y) f d(a, y) is as in (3.5), so 
Us, d) E D, and LA(O) E L&“,(O). This completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.1. 
To determine the units of conjecture 1’) we first consider the conjugates of 
units e(d) for d E R,(2). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let d E R,(2) be such that e = e(d) exists. Then e is a unit 
in K+ = F,, and NF,,IF,, e = 1. The conjugates of e over F, are e, l/e, e’ and 
l/e’, where i generates Gal(K/L). The equation of e over F, is 
e4 - ge3 + he’ - ge + 1 = 0, 
where g = g(d) = e + I/e + e’ + l/e’ and h = h(d) = 2 + eei + e/e’ + e’/e t 
l/(ee’). If d = d( V, S, S) f or some V, S and 6 as in Definition 3.1, we have 
e -I = e(d-1) and ei = +,@xrfi)/2 ), where xdi)/2 = i fl. 
Proof: We have 
607/48/l 7 
wF24/f.,2 e(d)) = A(e(d)) + l(e(d)“) 
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because i* induces the non-trivial automorphism of F,, over F,, . Now 
A(e(d)) = LA(O) u0 = c d,L’(O, V) pr, u,, if d = C d,V, and i2 prv u,, = 
- prv u0 for all V. Hence A(e(d)) = -A(e(d)i2), so NF24,1;,2e(d) is a root of 
unity in F,,. Because one of the real places of F,, becomes complex in F,,, 
we must have NF,,,F,,e(d) = 1. 
The conjugates of e = e(d) over F, are e, e’, ei* and e”. Since 
N. r,,,F,,e = 1, we have ei2 = l/e and eiJ = l/e’. It follows that e has an 
equation over F, of the given form. 
Suppose now the d = d(V, S, 6) and let V = (V, S). We have prv, i2 = 
- prv, and pr,, i = k,,Ji)/2) prv, for all a E Gal(Qhr,)/Q. Now ei2 = e-’ is 
real and positive, and ei is real. That e-l = e(d-‘) and ei = fe(dxdi”‘) now 
follows from A(e) = LA(O) v0 and the definition of d- ’ and dx’““‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let D(2) be the group ofd E R,(2) generated by d(l), 
d(l)‘, d(2), d(2)‘, d(3) and d(3)‘, where i = fl and 
(a) d(l) = d@, 1/ 2fl), 
(b) d(2) = d@, co/ 2g) with o = e21rij3, 
Cc> d(3) = d@, {P, a}, l/6) + d(u, -l/12). 
Then if e(D(2)) exists and consists of totally positive units, it is the group of 
units speclj?ed in conjecture 1’) and contains the units e(D(2)) of 
conjecture 1 (in dimension 2) with index four. 
Proof. The Euler factor of L(s, p) at p has the form (1 - a,p -‘)-I, 
where ai=l. Therefore if V=@,{p,co}), we have L’(O,V)=(l-a,) 
L’(O,p). From this we find that e(d(3)) = e(d(4)), where d(4) = 
d@, (1 - a&6) + d(a, -l/l 2). Let D, be the group of d generated by d(j)” 
for j = I, 2 or 4 and g = 1 or i. Simple computations show that D, is the 
group of d generated by d(j)g and d(a, 1/4)g for j = 1, 2 or 5 and g = 1 or i, 
where d(5) = d@, (1 - a,)/6) + d(a, l/6). Proposition 3.1 shows that the 
group e(D(2)) of units of conjecture 1 is generated by e(d(j)R) for j = 1, 2 or 
5 and g = 1 or i. By definition, the units of conjecture 1’ are those generated 
by e(D(2)) and the conjugates of e(d(u, l/4)). If the conjugates of units in 
e(D(2)) = e(DJ are positive, then the conjugates of e(d(a, l/4)) are positive. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.5, the conjugates of e(d(u, l/4)) are e(d(u, l/4)“) for 
g = fl and g = fi. Therefore the units of conjecture 1’ are generated by 
e(d(j)g) and e(d(u, 1/4)g) for j= 1, 2 or 5 and g = 1 or i, and we have 
shown that this unit group is e(D,) = e(D(2)). If 6 runs over a set 
of representatives of Z[i] mod 2Z[i], then e(d(u, a/4)) runs over a 
set of representatives of e(D(2)) mod e(D(2)). In particular, 
[e(D(2)) : e(D(2))] = 4. 
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C. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section we will suppose that (p, r) = (19, 7), (3 1,4), (7,43), (7, 83) 
or (13, 103). Table IV gives generators over Q of the cubic subfield F, of 
Q<e 2ni’p). These fields have class number 1 and ring of integers O,] = 
ZlO,, 02, &I. 
There is a unique complex A, field L with cyclic decomposition groups 
and discriminant p’?. This L is the Galois closure of the sextic F, of 
Table V. 
Similar computations show that if r is odd, there is no complex A, field 
with cyclic decomposition groups and discriminant rap’. Thus Lemma 3.1 
implies that there is a unique field K fixed by an odd tetrahedral represen- 
tation of conductor pr. The representation of conductor 133 = 19 . 7 was 
constructed by Tate [24] as the first example of a tetrahedral representation. 
Table VI presents generators of quartic subfields F, of L found by 
choosing particular u E F, EL such that a = TrLIFJu 6? Q. 
Norms of elements of these quartics were computed to determine relations 
among the ideal classes of prime ideals. From this and the Minkowski bound 
on the minimal norm of an ideal in an ideal class, it was found that the two 
parts of the ideal class groups of these quartics are cyclic of order four. 
Therefore in each case there are precisely two ideal class characters of F, of 
order four, and these are inverse to each other. Let I+Y be one such character. 
We fix an identification of Gal(K/Q) with SL,(L/3) * (Z/4) so that when 
one uses Table I and Lemma 3.2 to compute the coefficients of L(s,p) and 
L(s, o). one arrives at initial coefficients given in Table VII. These coef- 
ficients are sufficient to determine this identification. The first 300 coef- 
ficients of these L-series are tabulated in [3, pp. 105-l 14 1. 
TABLE IV 
Cubic Fields F, = Q(0,) = Q(0, , ez, 8,) 
P O,:j= 1,2,3 (x - 0,)(x - BJX - 8,) 
19 8,= 2 + cos(Z2-‘7’n/19) x3 +x2 - 6x - 7 
,o 
31 Q,= 2 + co~(3’-‘2’+~n/31) x3 +x2 - 10x - 8 
,To 
I 0, = 2 cos(2%/7) x3 +x2 - 2.x - 1 
13 Sj = 2 + cos(8’2’~/13) x3+x2-4x+ 1 
jr0 
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TABLE V 
Sextics F, = F,(v) and Their Integers O,, = O,,[<] 
(P, r) 
(1% 7) 
(31,4) 
(7343) 
(7, 83) 
(13,103) 
-(e2 -t;;e, + 1) 
u3t + m3h + 4) 
e,(-38, + 2e,)(-38, + 28,) 
8, e,(-28, + 8, - 20,) 
x t-28, t 8, - 28,) 
c-e, 4 + VI/2 
(1 + vm, + 1) 
(6 + 4 + 0, d/2 
8, - 38,f 2 - 8, 
-v(3e, + 8, t 30,/Z) 
38,/2 t 5e,/2 t 48, t e3q2 
The Euler factors of L(s, p) at the ramified primes p and q are as given in 
Table VIII. The case p . I = 13 + 103 was of interest because “throwing out” 
the euler factor (1 - 13 -“)- ’ of L(s, p) at p introduces another zero at s = 0; 
i.e., L’(0, @, {p, oo})) = 0. 
The derivatives of these L-series at s = 0 (Table IX) were computed using 
standard formulas described in [20, p. 3591 and [3, Appendix 51. Taking 
round off errors into account, the following values are accurate to at least 13 
significant figures if (p, r) = (19, 7), (31,4), (7,43), (7, 83) and to at least 
25 significant figures if (p, r) = (13, 103). (The actual precision is probably 
somewhat greater; see [3, p. 115 and Appendix 51.) 
Suppose the units e(D(2)) of Theorem 2 of Section 1 exist. For j = 1, 2 or 
3, Let d(j) be as in Proposition 3.2, and let ej = e(d(j)). Then by 
TABLE VI 
Quartics F, = Q(a) and Their Integers O,,, where g(a) = 0 
(P. r) g(x) disc g(x) 
(1997) x4 - 3x2 - 7x + 4 p* . r2 h + EU + La2 t Za’ 
(3134) x4 +7x= - 2x + 14 22 p= . $ E + La + La2 
t E(a2 t a’)/2 
(7343) x4 - 3x2 + 43x t 99 36. p= $ Z t La t La(a t 1)/3 
t Za(a t I)*/9 
(7583) x4 t 9x’ + 83x t 373 72. 292. p’. r= Z f  La + La2 t L(47a’ - 
45&), where 7 29c = -16932 
-4381a - 64a2 + 212a’ 
(13,103) x4 + 57x2 + 103x t 220 56. p= r= Z[a, a’], where h(a’) = 0 and 
h(x) = x4 + 330x* t 4120x t 
38349 has discriminant 
22436p2 rz 
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TABLE VII 
Initial Coeffkients of L-Series L(s, v) = xc=, a,n-‘. Let 0 = e2ni’3 
v cond( V) a1 a2 a3 *4 a5 
P 
u 
P 
c7 
P 
u 
P 
u 
P 
a 
19 7 
192. 1 
31.4 
312 4 
I 43 
l2 43 
7 . 83 
12. 83 
13. 103 
13* . 103 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
wz -iw2 
1 4 
i -iw’ 
i -i 
-iw2 -iw 
-i -i 
-io2 -w 
-i -1 
-m? -io’ 
-1 -i 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
iw’ 
W 
-iw2 
-i 
-iw’ 
-i 
2i 
2i 
Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.5, the conjugates of the ej generate e(D(2)). 
Let R, be the real place of F, where v in Table V is real and positive, and let 
R, be the other real place of Fe. Let C, be the complex place of F6 at which 
19, is smallest in absolute value, and let C, be the other complex place of F,. 
One has conjecturally that ej = exp(L’(0, d(j))) as real numbers at a place t’,, 
of K over R, . Let u, be a place of K over R,, and let u, (resp. uj) be a place 
of K over C, (resp. Cl) which has the form gv, for some g E Gal(K/Q) of 
order three. Conjecturally, A(ej) = C log /I ejl/[. u = L;(O) vO. The conjugates 
of ej over F, are ej, I/ej, ej and l/e;. The above identification of u = u,,, U, , 
v2 and v3 is suffkient to find lejlt. and le;I, from A(e,) = LA(O) v,, and the 
numerical values of derivatives L’(0, V) in Table IX. 
For these values of / erl,., define 
TABLE VIII 
Euler Factors (l-~,f-~)~’ ofL(s,p) atp andq 
19 1 i -i 
1 43 i 1 
1 83 -1 i 
31 4 -i -1 
13 103 1 -i 
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TABLE IX 
Values of Derivatives of L-Series 
v  cond( V) ReL’(0, V) Im L’(0, V) 
P 19'1 0.828 727 141 906 500 -0.859 316 143 030 750 
-, P 19.7 1.058 579 892 954 585 -1.032 269 800 511 281 
u 192'7 4.593 401 734 657 286 -10.797 270 509 668 235 
P 31.4 0.363 945 393 070 772 I 1.141 348 514 180 344 6 
-, P 31.4 1.209 121 555 563 794 4 1.030 400 876 792 013 9 
u 312.4 11.278 616 436 135 237 6 -1.410 129 930 554 034 0 
P 7'43 0.361 566 982 114 687 0 1.880 725 062 317 233 1 
-, P 7'43 2.427 841 861 163 842 3 2.096 264 821 362 478 8 
0 l"43 -4.529 253 519 491 035 8 -7.648 201 441 131 522 7 
P 7. 83 -0.118 967 951 157 754 2 2.030 889 563 812 488 6 
-, P 7. 83 4.750 598 563 792 001 4 3.983 984 223 318 578 3 
u 7'. 83 5.415 009 331 975 772 2 -8.004 521 154 061 973 8 
a 13'. 103 3.030 531 221 926 766 14.508 974 786 440 638 
583 444 213 813 965 029 272 241 691 681 
25 60 
The algorithm of the Appendix was applied to find integers ii and ti of F, 
which at u0 are close as real numbers to Bj.,.” and C,i,c,O, respectively, and 
such that ] gilt. ,< Bj,,, and ]hjll. < Cj.,, if u = u,, v, or v3. (See Table XI.) If fi 
and Kj at u,, are sufficiently close to Bj.,.” and Cj.[,,, respectively, then the 
equation of ej over F, must be 
ej4 - ejej3 + /Tie,; - gjej + 1 = 0 
by Lemma 3.5. 
We give now 6 = ] 1 - ~j/Bj,vojuo (resp. 6 = ] 1 - h”,lC,J,,J versus that d 
such that there is at most one integer a of F, with ] 1 - a/Bj,l.,l <A (resp. 
1 - a/Cj,uo] <A) and Ial, < Bj,,(l + S) (resp. ]a(,, < Cj.,(l + 6)) for v = v,. 
vz and v3. In each case 6 is rounded up and A is rounded down. (See 
Table XII.) 
Table XII shows that ej must have the equation of Table XI if e,i exists, 
and proves Theorem 2. 
It would be interesting to explain some further roots of the units of 
Theorem 2 for which the algorithm of the Appendix yielded an equation 
e” - gee’ + hse’ - fe + 1 = 0. (See Table XIII.) 
It is shown in [3, pp. 65, 128, and 1291 that if (p, r) is as in Table XIII, 
and conjecture 1’ is true, then no further roots of the units generated by 
e(D(2)) and those of Table XIII exist in K. 
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TABLE X 
Conjectural Values of Ie,?i, for Conductor N 
101 
.i 11 N 
I I 19 7 
I i 19 7 
2 I 19 7 
2 i 19.1 
3 1 19 1 
3 i 19 1 
I I 31.4 
I i 31.4 
2 I 31.4 
2 i 31.4 
3 I 31.4 
3 i 31.4 
I I 1 43 
1 i 1 43 
2 1 7 43 
2 i 1 43 
3 I 1 43 
3 i 1 43 
I I 1 83 
1 i 1 83 
2 I 1 83 
2 i 1 83 
3 1 1. 83 
3 i 1 83 
3 1 13. 103 
3 i 13. 103 
l’u 1’1 
0.335 508 612 016 183 1.0 
1.141 913 109 695 014 1.0 
4.435 791 I61 614 949 1.0 
1.020 321 908 846 912 I.0 
0.924 217 374 089 090 I.0 
3.414 114 143 143 038 1.0 
1.066 151 126 654 785 1.0 
1.628 994 062 801 682 1.0 
2.126 559 998 813 626 1.0 
2.320 756 831 658 I68 I.0 
0.125 012 665 834 737 1.0 
4.407 438 881 642 238 1.0 
0.882 989 528 099 181 I.0 
3.296 839 748 426 479 1.0 
4.292 740 1 I6 424 632 I.0 
4.022 939 132 682 849 I.0 
20.294 335 930 262 605 I.0 
5.315 146 564 182 556 1.0 
0.323 803 079 456 231 1.0 
16.633 945 853 035 101 1.0 
17.807 597 101 342 771 I.0 
4.961 529 819 060 913 I.0 
8.892 890 937 000 011 I.0 
209.349 000 279 212 302 I.0 
0.603 452 145 226 584 1.0 
491 577 983 596 890 
0.089 085 164 312 038 1.0 
227 269 359 814 496 
1.130 I89 0.470 050 
1.316 813 2.085 048 
1.844 866 I.316 813 
1.615 591 0.884 808 
0.117 284 0.655 858 
1.741 098 0.349 569 
0.450 I39 0.174 415 
0.957 247 2.921 615 
2.927 675 1.236 090 
1.291 291 0.758 806 
3.054 404 0.390 853 
0.636 691 0.349 054 
0.240 636 0.534 594 
1.032 989 1.090 319 
7.090 319 1.932 285 
1.870 577 0.586 102 
1.271 016 0.455 193 
0.515 513 2.581 675 
0.106 387 0.264 325 
1.894 501 21.814 667 
21.814 667 7.167 326 
3.183 226 0.430 885 
11.029 I05 0.051 424 
2.949 923 0.488 355 
4.312 965 0.384 221 
2.602 668 4.312 965 
For the remainder of this section, suppose cond@) = 133. Let d = 
d@, l/2). One finds as above that if e = e(d) exists, its equation over F, is 
e’ - ge3 + he’ - ge + 1 = 0, 
g = 3/2 - 20, + m (1 + 8, + f4/2), 
h = 15/2 - 8, + a (1 + 28, + 3&/2). 
As an example of how this may be done, we will show that a solution e’of 
the equation 
x4 - gx3 + hx’ - gx + 1 = 0. (3.7) 
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with this g and h, is a unit in F,,. (It was checked in fact that this Z has 
absolute values within lo-l3 of those predicted for e.) 
We first show that F,, is the unique cyclic quartic extension of F, which 
ramifies at R, and at one of the two unramified primes 71, and if, over 7 in 
F,. That F,, = Kf is such an extension follows from Lemma 3.1 and the 
fact that the inertia group of a prime of K over 7 has order two. To show 
that F,, is the only such field, let C be the ray class group of F, modulo the 
conductor rc, f,R,. It will suffice to show that the two part of C is cyclic, 
i.e., that C/2C has order one or two. The numbers -0> and 1 + 8, - < are 
positive at R,, generate the squares of ideals in F,, and generate all residue 
classes of F, modulo rc,il, up to the squares of such classes. Therefore it will 
suffice to show that C’/ZC’ has order one or two, where C’ is the ideal class 
group of F,. This may be shown by genus theory using the facts that F, has 
class number one and all signs at infinity occur among the units of F,. 
We now show that F,(t?j is a cyclic quartic extension of F, which ramifies 
at R, and at most one of 71, and il, . Because we have shown that the two- 
part of C above is cyclic, it will follow that F,, = F,(C). 
The following result appears in [K, p. 53 1. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let F be a field and a, b E F. Let c be a root of 
x4 + ax2 + b = 0. Then F(c)/F is cyclic of degree four if b is not a square but 
b(a2 - 4b) is a square. 
Note that c = &((-a f (a’ - 4b)“‘)/2)“‘. So in our situation, we want 
Cg~~;~~~~~.8,~~nd~~4=(-a~(a2-4b)”2)/2. Using y= 
a = -g’ + 2h + 4, 
a2 - 4b = g’( g2 - 4h + 8), 
b = (a’ - g’ + 4g2h - 8g2)/4. 
(3.8) 
Now 
( g2 - 4h + 8) = (-f3,)(3/2 + 8,/2 + v$& (9 + 8, - 8,)/14)‘. (3.9) 
Therefore F,(dm) = F6(fl). We claim Fh(fl) = F,z is the 
unique unramilied quadratic extension of F,. That F,,jF, is unramilied 
follows from the fact that the inertia subgroups of Gal(K/F,) = Z/4 @ L/2 
are of order two, and are hence contained in Gal(K/F,,) = L/2 @ L/2. 
Because we have shown the two-part of the ideal class group of F, is cyclic, 
F,, is the unique unramified quadratic extension. Now (-0,) is the only 
prime ideal of F, over 7 which ramifies in F,(G). Because two prime 
ideals over 7 in F, ramify in F,, F,(G) # F,. Therefore Fh( fl) # F,. 
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Because -8, = t?: - 4, and 8, is divisible by no even primes in F,. 
F6(fi)/F6 is unramified over two. Since (-0,) is the square of an ideal 
over 7 in F,, Fh(fi)/F6 is unramified at all odd primes. Now -0> is 
positive at the real places of F,, so F,(fi)/F, is unramified; therefore 
We also find from this that Fh(y) = FIZ since y = 
One has 
b(-e2) := (-512 + 3e,/2 + 3e2/2 + \/e,s,(5/2 - 0, - 3e2/2))*. 
Then because of (3.8) and (3.9), b( a* - 46) is a square. As we have shown 
a* - 4b is not a square, Lemma 3.6 shows F,(eT is cyclic of degree four 
over F,. 
We find now the ramification of F,(C) over F,. Here F,, = F,(y) c F,(a, 
and the discriminant of O,:,z[Z] over O,:,z is y2 - 4 = (y - 2)(-v + 2). Now 
Nfi.,,,&’ - 2) := 212 and NF,,,a(y + 2) = 26 . 72. Therefore F2J/F,2 may 
ramify only over 2 and 7, and the primes over 7 which ramify divide 
(Y + 2). 
We first show F,,/F, is unramified over 2. There are two primes II and n 
over 2 in F6, both of degree three. Because Nl..h,Q(< - 8,) = -2’, where < = 
c-4 4 +dmWz we may take II = (<-- 0,) and II = (2/([- 0,)). In 
particular, both II and n are principal in F, . Since-F, 2 is unramified over 
F,, these primes split in F,,/F,. Let II = II, II, and II = II, II 2 in F,*. 
Let O,, be the ring of integers of F,2. We have NrIIIQ y = -2” . 809. 
Therefore y is divisible by one of the primes over 2 in Fll, say by II,, and 
not divisible by any of the others. It follows that the same is true of (y - 2), 
(y + 2) and disc(O,,[E]/O,,)= y* -4. Therefore if F,,/F, ramifies at a 
prime over 2, the only such prime is II,. But F,,/F, is cyclic of degree four, 
so that if F,,/F,, ramifies at II,, it must also ramify at the prime II? 
conjugate to II, over F,. It follows that Fzj/F,, is unramified over 2, so 
F,,IF, is as well. 
We consider now the ramification of F,,/F,, over 7. We have shown that 
any prime over 7 which ramifies in F,,/F,, divides (y + 2). Now 
NFIZIF6(y + 2) := h + 2 + 2g. Let z= (-8,8, - a)/2. Then 
(h + 2 + 2g) = (r- 8, - 3)(-i/2 - 7e,/2 - 38, 
+ &P&/2 - 5e,/2 - 58,/2)). 
One finds N F6,& + 2 + 2g)/(<- 8, - 3) = 64. NOW (& 6, - 3) = 71: is the 
square of one of the first degree unramified primes 71, over 7 in F,. SO 
(<- 8, - 3)= jf, is the part of NFIIIEg(y + 2) over 7, and if, is the only 
prime over 7 in F, which may ramify in F,(e7. Because F,(e7/F, is cyclic of 
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degree four, the ramification is at most tame, and we have shown that all 
other finite primes are unramified. 
The values of g and h at R, are 8.7830... and 15.7085..., respectively. Then 
the equation x4 - gx3 + hx* - gx + 1 = 0 has four real roots at R 1. So 
F,(C)/F, may ramify at most at R, and tamely at 5,. As we have shown, this 
proves F,(C) = F,, . 
IV. UNITS IN TOWERS 
In this section we consider the units conjecture 1 predicts to lie in certain 
towers of fields. Let Kc G be the fixed field of an odd, irreducible two- 
dimensional Galois representation p, which is not necessarily tetrahedral. Let 
e # 2 be a prime that is unramified in K. Define ,u,, to be the group of P’+ ‘st 
roots of unity in 6, and let ,u, = U ,u,. If k is a subfield of C, we let 
k(n) = k@,) and k(a) = k(p,). Define k, to be the subfield of k(a) for 
which Gal(k,/k) is topologically isomorphic to the additive group of Z,. 
Then k, is called by Iwasawa [lo] the cyclotomic Z,-extension of k. 
Since Q(oo)/Q is totally ramified at P, and K/Q is unramified at C, K is 
linearly disjoint from Q(co) over Q. Hence Gal(K(O)/K) = (Z/E)* and 
Gal(K(oo)/K) = ZT. Because e # 2, K(m) is the cyclotomic Z, extension of 
K(0). We will consider the units conjecture 1 predicts to lie in K(m). 
Remark 4.1. Whether or not & is unramilied in K, it may be shown that 
if p is not dihedral, then K, is the unique L, extension of K which is the 
union of the fixed fields of two-dimensional Galois representations. Thus for 
non-dihedral p, the Z, extensions of interest in conjecture 1 are cyclotomic. If 
p is dihedral, there are other possibilities. 
Let K(-1) = K. For n >, -1, let v, be the place of K(n) defined by the 
inclusion K(n) z C. We let E(n) = E,on) and X(n) = XK,n). Define 
A: E(n) @ C +X(n) @ C as usual by n(e) = C, log 11 ell,. u for e E E(n). Let 
R,,,(2) be R,(2) for K(n). 
We must define elements d E R,,,(2) for which L(s, d) E D, in order that 
e(d) = exp(L’(0, d)) be (conjecturally) a unit in the real subfield K(n)+ 
of K(n). 
DEFINITION 4.1. For n > -1, let U(n) be the set of representations 
p” @ y, where y is a one-dimensional character of conductor dividing e’ ’ “, 
a E Gal(Qh,)/Q), and for each such a, p” is a fixed representation with 
character 01,)“. 
If y is an abelian character of Gal(Q/Q), let yc be the local component of y 
at & when y is viewed as an idele-class character. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. For b E Zp, 6 E De&, and n > -1, define 
A(n, b,6) = l/#(t”+‘) 1 y,(b) daba 0 Y, if, 03 I). 
p*@yEc’(n) 
Notice that d(n, b, 6) is in R,,,(2). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let U(n) - U(-1) be the set of V E U(n) not in U(- 1). 
For n > -1, let W(n) (resp. W,(n)) be the complex vector space spanned by 
the vectors projtT v, E C @ X(n) for V E U(n) - U(- 1) (resp. for V E U(n)), 
where prok= W#GWWQ)) Cg~Gal,K(n,lo)Xr,(g)g is the group 
projector of the complex conjugate of V. 
Remark 4.2. W(n) (resp. W,(n)) is the subspace of 
CYEu,n~-CI~-I~ pr0.k @ @X(n) (resp. of JJ c EL~,nJ projr C @ X(n)) fixed by 
Gal(K(n)/K(n)+). 
DEFINITION 4.4. Suppose m > n > -1. Define the inflation homomor- 
phism of additive groups infl(n, m): Z [Gal K(n)/Q)] + L [Gal(K(m)/Q)] by 
letting infl(n, m)(g) for g E Gal(K(rt)/Q) be the sum of the h E Gal(K(m)/Q) 
inducing g on K(n). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose m, n E Z, b E ZT, 6 E D&i , and m > n > 
-1. Let A = A(n, b. 8). Let Tr = TrutzO,,c be the trace from Q&,) to Q. Then 
(4 L(s,A)= L‘ 
Xl 
j-” Tr(ajJ) E D,. 
j-b(mod/“+‘) 
(b) LA(s) satisfies the distribution relation 
inflh m@&N = \’ Ld~m.c.G~(~) 
c&Cfm+l 
c=bmodP+l 
for m > n. 
(c) Let T(n) be the set 0fLj,~,.~,~,(0) v, E @ @X(n) as b ranges over 
Z,X and 6 ranges over D&k,,. Let (1 -a/P-’ + E,&-~~)-’ be the Euler.factor 
of L(s,p) at C. Then 
T(n) @ C = W,(n) otherwise. 
ProoJ By definition, 
T(n j @ C = W(n)’ if 1 - a, + ei = 0,. and 
L(s, A) = l/#(P”) L y,(b) ~“L(s, @” 0 y, {t, co }>I. 
Suppose L(S, @, (c, ~0 ))) = cJ:, aj jPs. Then aj is in the ring of integers 
of Q&J, and a,/ = 0 if C (j. For a E Gal(Qti,)/Q) we have 
607/48/LS 
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where here y is considered as a Dirichlet character, and y(j) = y,(j))’ if 
(j,f)= 1. so 
qs, A) = l/qq&“’ ‘) y y,(b) 6” x ui y(j)j-” 
y.a j=l 
= l/#(P”) 5 j-” Tr(ujG) x y,(b) y(j) 
j=l Y  
T  
,Tl 
j-” Tr(aiG). 
j=b(mod/n+‘) 
Now Tr(ujG) E L since 6 E D,j&,, . Hence L(s, d) E D,. 
To prove (b), let res: Gal(K(co)/Q) -+ Z,? be the homomorphism such that 
y(g) = 7+(reW) if Y is a character of Gal(K(co)/Q) of e-power conductor. 
For g E Gal(K(n)/Q), let g, be an element of Gal(K(co)/Q) inducing g on 
K(n); then res( g,) is well defined mod P’+‘. We find as above that 
The distribution relation is clear from this formula and the definition of 
infl(n, m). 
It remains to prove the assertion of (c). We have that 
where a = #Gal(K/Q)/2 is a fixed constant. Letting b range over 
Z * mod tint’, and letting 6 range over Dal: ,, we find that the complex 
vkctor space spanned by these L*(s) is the on; spanned by the L(s, @” @ y, 
{f, co})) proj,,ov for p” @ y E U(n). Now T = T(n) 0 Q. is the span of the 
L;(O) u,. which is hence equal to the span of the L’(0, @” @ y, (C, co})) 
pro= v, for pa @ y E U(n). If y # 1, then the Euler factor of L(s, p” @ y) 
at C is trivial. This is because p” has fixed field K, and P has been assumed to 
be unramitied in K. Hence L’(0, @” 0 y, {a, co})) = L’(0, p” @ y) # 0, so 
prokv, is in T. This shows T contains IV(n). When y= 1. we have 
L’(0, @“, {t, co})) = (1 - a? + E:) L’(O,p”) since the Euler factor of 
L(s,p”) at f is (1 -apt-’ + E~I-*~)-‘. It is now clear that T contains 
proj, v, (and so IV,(n)), if and only if 1 - Q, + cl # 0. 
As in the above proof, let res: Gal(K(co)/Q) 4 Z,! be the homomorphism 
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such that y(g) = y,res(g)) if y is a character of Gal(K(co)/Q) of f-power con- 
ductor. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Conjecture 1 predicts that for b E Z,?, 6 E Do& and 
n > -1, the number e(d(n, b, 6)) = exp(L’(0, d(n, b. 6))) is a unit in K(n)+ 
such that A(e(A(n, b, 6))) = L&(n.6qS,(0) v,. These units have the follok+lg 
properties: 
(a) Let E’(n) = E(n) n 1~ ’ (W(n)) if 1 - a, + c, = 0, and let E’(n) = 
E(n) n A ~ ‘( W,(n)) otherwise. Then for a fixed n, the units e(d(n, b, 6)) 
generate a subgroup 0(n) offinite index in E’(n). 
(b) For g E Gal(K(co)/K) we have e(d(n, b, S))K = e(d(n, res(g)b, 6)). 
(c) The e(d(n, 6, 6)) satis& the norm relation 
Nh,m,!k,tl, e(d(m, b. 6)) = e(d(n, b,6)). 
Remark 4.3. For the analogous properties of the cyclotomic units in 
Q(co), see [L]. One could produce a similar system of units in K(m) in case 
f ramifies in K. 
For m > n, we have NK,m,,R(n, Q(m) = Q(n), and [E’(n) : n(n)] < co. 
Conjecture 1 predicts that 
IWO : Nhfm,iRcn, E’(m)] < [E’(n) : n(n)] < CL) 
is bounded independently of m for m > n. This would be an interesting fact 
to prove, or to relate to other conjectures. The following result is consistent 
with the fact that the definition of E’(n) depends on whether 1 - a, + E, is 
zero or nonzero. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let n > -1 be fixed. Define E, = E(n) fI 1 -‘(W(n)) 
and Ez = E(n) f7 A-‘(W,(n)). Define El = Ei f’? (Oman Nl((m),,,.,,,)K(m)) for 
i= 1, 2. Then [E, : El] is finite, and [E, : E;] is finite if and only if 
1 - a, + ci = 0. 
Proof. Because Gal(K(m)/K(n)) is cyclic, an e E E(n) is in 
Niiwt~,R~“, K(m) if and only if it is everywhere a local norm. Because e is a 
unit, e is a local norm at all places unramified in K(m)/K(n). The only 
places which ramify are those above 1. 
Let f(c0) be a place of K(a) above I, and let f(n) be the place of K(n) 
below l(m). Let K(n),,., be the completion of K(n) at t(n). We now consider 
when e E E(n) s K(n),,,, is in N,,,K(m)(,,, , for all m > n, where N,., is the 
norm from K(m),,,, to K(n),,,,. 
The field K(m),,,, is abelian over Q,, since C is unramified in K and 
K(m) = K@, m +!). Therefore by local classfield theory, a unit e E K(n),,,,, is in 
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Nm,nK(m),(m, for all m 2 n iff N(n, E(n)) e = 1, where N(n, f(n)) is the norm 
from K(n),,,, to Q,. Thus E; is the group of e E E, such that N(n, I(n)) e = 1 
for all primes f(n) over C in K(n). We regard N(n, e(n)) as an element of 
L[Gal(K(n)/Q)]. Then [E, : E;] < co if and only if N(n, t(n)) A(e,) = 0 for 
all t(n) over f in K(n). Because E, = E(n)nL- ‘(W(n)), we have 
CA(E,) = w(n). Therefore we must show that N(n, E(n)) f%‘(n) = 0 for l(n) 
over f in K(n). The assertion to prove concerning E2 is that 
N(n, r(n)) l%‘,(n) = 0 for all such e(n) if and only if 1 - a, + E, = 0. 
By Remark 4.3, IV(n) is the sum of (pr0j.G @ X(n))Ga”R’n”h”n’i’ over the 
representations V= p” @ y E U(n) for which 1’ # 1, i.e., over 
VE U(n)- U(-1). Let V=p”@yE U(n) have yf 1; then Nh’n,,A V=O. 
Because r(n) is totally ramified over the prime t(-1) beneath it in K. 
N(n, f(n)) I’= N(-1, /(-1)) 0 Nh’n,,li V= 0. 
Hence N(n, r(n)) IV(n) = 0, which shows [E, : Ei] < co. 
We now consider E,. By definition, f+‘,(n) is the sum of (projr;C @ 
X(n)) Ga”K(n)‘X’n’i)) over V = p” 0 y E U(n). By the above, N(n, E(n)) W,(n) 
is the sum of N(n, E(n)(projf C @ X(n))Ga”“‘)“‘n’t’ over the V= 
p” E U(-1). We are reduced to showing that N(n, t(n)) VGa”K’n)“‘n’i’ = 0 
for all V=p” E ?I(-1) and all t(n) over f in K(n) if and only if 
1 - a, + E, = 0. Because Gal(K(n)/K) = Gal(K(n)/K(-1)) acts trivially on 
such V, it will sufftce to consider the case n = -1. 
Let V = pa be a fixed conjugate of p. Let g E G be a frobenius at C. Then 
since f  is unramified in K, g generates the decomposition group of a prime 
f(-1) over f  in K. Let t be the order of g. Then N(-1, f(-1)) = 
1 + gs ... + g’-‘. The primes Y’ of K over f  are all conjugate to f(-1), and 
their N(-1,Y’) are conjugate to N(-l,f(-1)). Now VG”““h’i) is one- 
dimensional, and GVGa”K’Kt’ = V. Hence in order that N(-1.2’) 
VGa”K’Rt) = 0 for all 9’ over f  in K, it is necessary and sufficient that 
N(-1, f(-1)) ?‘= 0. 
We have N(-l,C(-1)) V= (1 + g+ e.. + g”) V/=0 if and only if the 
eigenvalues a, a’ of g with respect to V are both unequal to 1. Since g = 
Frob K,af, the euler factor of L(s, v) is (1 -a,.,,t-‘ +cc.,,f m2’)m1 = 
(1 - a’EpS)-’ (1 - aC-‘)-I. So (l-aa,,,+cv,,)=(l-a)(l-a’)#0 iff 
N(-1, f(-1)) V= 0. Now 1 -a,.,, + E~,,~ is conjugate to 1 - a, + e, since V is 
conjugate to p. We conclude 1 - a, + E, # 0 iff N(-1, C(-1 )) W, (- 1) = 0, 
which we have shown proved Proposition 4.2. 
We will end this paper by noting that one could persue further the analogy 
of the units of Corollary 4.1 to cyclotomic and elliptic units. The fact that 
they satisfy distribution and norm relations suggests considering their image 
in the completions of K(w) over G and the power series (61 associated to 
inverse limits of local units which are compatible with norm maps. It would 
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be interesting to investigate “main conjectures” relating inverse limits of 
appropriate unit groups to Iwasawa modules formed from Galois groups or 
limits of ideal class groups. In analogy to the cyclotomic and elliptic cases, 
one could ask whether there are C-adic interpolation problems relating to the 
units of Corollary 4.1. Even a reasonable conjecture making such a 
connection would be a significant achievement. 
APPENDIX: AN ALGORITHM 
With the notations of Section I, suppose d = C d,V is a non-zero element 
of R,(2) such that the unit e(d) exists. We will describe how values for the 
derivatives L’(0, V) appearing in L;(O) = x d,L’(O, V) pr, may be used to 
find an equation for e(d). 
By definition, e = e(d) = exp(L’(0, d)) IS a unit in the real subfield K ’ of 
K for which L:(O) u,, = n(e), where L’~ is the infinite place of K fixed by a 
chosen embedding of K into Cc. Let C be the centralizer of Gal(K/K + ) in 
Gal(K/Q). Then (e”)” = (eh)R = e” for g E C and h E Gal(K/K’), so e” is 
real if g E C. Now on assuming some set of signs for these e’, we may find 
from LA(O) l:,, = 1(e) = C log ]/e/l,. L’, and from values for the L’(0, V) in 
L;(O), a close approximation to eg for g E C. We may also find an approx- 
imation to ]eR 1 if g 66 C. 
Let F be the fixed field in K of C. Let t, be the place of F induced by our 
embedding of K in of; then t, is real. There is an equation 
for e over F, where n = [K’ : F] = [C : Gal(K/K+ )], and the ai are the 
elementary symmetric functions in the conjugates of e over F. Let a = ai be 
one coefficient in this equation. From the numerical values found for e” for 
g E C, we may find a close approximation A to a, regarding a now as a real 
number. Suppose ]A - a I< 6 for some known 6. From the values of 19 1 for 
g 65 C, one finds bounds of the form ]]a]lt < B, if t is a place of F different 
from t,. 
Let 0,; be the integers of F. If 6 is sufficiently small, there will be at most 
one a E 0,. such that ]/a/], < B, for t f t, and ]A -a] < 6. In [ 17, III: 201, F 
is a real quadratic field, and the A and B, were small enough that it was easy 
to search through the possibilities. One may avoid this search in the 
following way. 
Suppose first that the bounds B, for t # t, are small. Let ( JJ, ,..., Y,~) be a 
basis for 0,. Suppose we find real numbers c, ,..., c, such that A = C ciyi as 
real numbers, and C ci(yi), = 0 if t # t, and (vi), is the embedding of yi into 
the completion of F at t. If there is an CI E 0,. such that (A - a] < 6 and 
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Ia II < B, for 1# t, are all small, then this a must be C di -vi, where di is the 
nearest integer to ci. 
To reduce to the case where the B, for t # t, are small, one finds a p E 0, 
which is small at all t # t,. Then llufiilt will be small if t f t,. One now 
applies the algorithm to find up; then a = up/p. 
The limiting factors in this algorithm are to compute the L'(0, V) with 
sufficient accuracy, and to find a ,8 E 0,. as above. A rapidly converging 
series for L'(0, I’) when V is an odd irreducible two-dimensional represen- 
tation of Gal(K/Q) is given by Stark in 1191. 
We now describe the possibilities for F when K is fixed field of an odd 
irreducible two-dimensional representation I’ of Gal(Q/Q). Let L 2 F be the 
fixed field of the projective representation associated to I’. There are the 
following cases: 
(i) Suppose V = Ind,,o x is dihedral for some quadratic field k and 
character 1 of Gal(Q/k). Either 
(a) k is real. (Such V are considered in [St41 and IShJ). Then 
F= k. 
(b) k is complex. Then F is the real subfield of L, and 
[L :F]= 2. 
(ii) Suppose V is tetrahedral. Then F is one of the sextic fields 
between the A,-field L and the cubic subfield of L. 
(iii) Suppose V is octahedral. Then F contains the quadratic subfield 
F, of K. If F, is real, then [F : Q] = 6; otherwise (F : Q] = 12. 
(iv) Suppose I’ is icosahedral. Then [F : Q] = 30. 
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